Join us at Kids Wonder to Learn, Party, and Play!

Kids Wonder is designed to support healthy child development, providing a space for children to learn and grow in a safe, engaging, and supportive environment. Lil'Town features various zones, including a Home, a School, a Grocery Store, a Cafe, a Construction Zone, a Fire Station, a Pet/Vet, a Theater, an Airport, a Post Office, a Library, a Coffee Shop, and a selection of fun cars for toddlers to drive. The Lil'Town program focuses on physical, intellectual, social, and emotional skill-building while fostering a fun environment for playing and learning. Additionally, ASL storytime will be incorporated during the program.

KIDS WONDER
7562 SOUTH UNIVERSITY BLVD,
SUITE GG
CENTENNIAL, CO 80134

FRIDAY, JANUARY 12, 2024
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM

PLEASE RSVP TO ENSURE YOUR SPOT AND THE OPPORTUNITY TO WIN A COPY OF OUR FEATURED BOOK!

QUESTIONS? CONTACT SUSIE BRODERICK AT SBRODERICK@RMDS.CO

PLEASE RSVP BY JANUARY 10TH AT HTTPS://FORMS.GLE/BNDFMG9IYQ5TE6A37